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Can BillQuick Really,
Actually Help Your Firm?
At its core, BillQuick is a time tracking and billing solution.
But to confine it to that definition is the equivalent of
using a smart phone solely to make or receive calls—it’d
just be wasteful. “Once you delve into every capability
of this brand, it becomes apparent that the name, BillQuick,
is overly modest for such an ambitious and useful product,”
explains TopTenReviews.com, which continues:

Among THOSE

BillQuick is the best invoice software because
it will decrease the time you take to complete
your billing and you cannot outgrow it. It
automates repetitive tasks. It will also speed up
and improve the accuracy of your timekeeping.
This billing software takes the data that you
feed it and turns it into business intelligence to
illustrate which projects perform best for your
company, how your business is doing overall and
how individual projects are performing.
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Quantifiably Beneficial
BillQuick has earned its stellar reputation by making a
quantifiable difference for firms. Alan Fox, a CPA at Fox
and Fiorino puts it into perspective:

TIME & BILLING
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Any solution we bring into our firm has to do one
thing: make us money. Before we implemented
BillQuick, our admin person spent significant
hours managing time sheets and rekeying it into
another program. Now she has less overtime.
Our firm reflects an increase in revenues and
cash flow of 10% and 15% respectively.
Alfermann Gray and Co. was able to save thousands of
dollars in revenue from being lost by locating and billing
for 1000s of WIP items and 100s of line items their old
software missed. Their ROI not only paid for BillQuick—
it also covered the cost of their previous software.
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Award-Winning Integration
BillQuick is hailed by Intuit’s Marketplace website as a Gold
Developer Application because of its seamless integration
with QuickBooks. BQE appreciates that many customers
use other accounting applications as well and has powerful
integration with Sage 50, MYOB and many more.

A Clear Market Favorite
“BillQuick offers some of the most flexible time billing and
project management solutions on the market, both in
terms of functionality and deployment. It’s a scalable,
highly configurable software solution [that] leads to better
client communication, faster billing and, ultimately, lowered
administration costs,” reports SoftwareAdvice.com.
Intuit Marketplace continues that “BillQuick is an extremely
flexible tool that should meet the needs of the most
demanding time and expense tracking and billing environments.” CPA Practice Advisor agrees “BillQuick is among
the more mature and fully seasoned time and billing
systems available to the accounting profession” in its
5-Star Review of the product.

RECENT Honors for BillQuick:
Awesome Application Award, (The Sleeter Group)
Technology Innovation Award (Tax and Accounting,
CPA Practice Advisor)
Best New Business-to-Business Product (Bronze,
Stevie American Business Awards)
2013 Gold Excellence Award (Billing and Invoice
Software, TopTenReviews.com)
2013 Reader’s Choice Award—Time and Invoicing
Software (CPA Practice Advisor)
Gold Developer Application (Intuit Marketplace)
2013 Bronze Excellence Award (Time Tracking
Software, TopTenReviews.com)
Best of Breed, Billing and Invoicing category
(GetApp.com)

Learn more at: bqe.com/CPAPA

